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Executive Summary
Analog is a novel proof-of-time (PoT)-based; omnichain network that allows decentralized
applications (dApps) to communicate frictionlessly through validated event data. The
platform unites an entire ecosystem of chains, enabling them to operate seamlessly together
through validated event data. By allowing current and new dApps to expand beyond the
borders of Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)-compatible chains, Analog unlocks a range of
real-world use cases. It also unlocks value for various stakeholders. For example, platform
builders can easily plug in their chains to all other networks; dApp developers can now host
their applications on any chain and communicate with different ecosystems, and users can
directly interact with all dApps from their Analog wallet. Welcome to this omnichain
revolution!
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1.0 Introduction to Analog
Analog is a completely decentralized, PoT-based, layer-0 platform for communicating
validated event data. At the core of the platform are tesseracts and time nodes (explained
later) that can privately fetch and confirm event data from sovereign chains, allowing
different ecosystems to speak the same language.
Our mission is to usher in trustless, omnichain interoperability that allows developers to
easily build their applications via a universal protocol and an API. We are also unveiling a
novel, superfast PoT protocol that creates verifiable event data on the Timechain, allowing
dApp developers to build next-generation cross-chain applications such as multi-chain
decentralized exchanges (DEXs), multi-chain yield aggregators, and non-fungible token
(NFT) swaps.
Most importantly, we are unveiling an event data marketplace with robust incentive
mechanisms for all the stakeholders on the platform. For example, publishers who submit
quality data get paid directly by subscribers via $ANLOG tokens. Similarly, time nodes that
validate the same event data on the Timechain also receive $ANLOG tokens.
We believe that each Blockchain ecosystem has its core strengths, use cases, developer pools,
and liquidity pools (LPs). Blockchains should benefit from trading functionalities, assets,
and LPs; the same way economies benefit from cross-border trade. Our vision is to facilitate
omnichain interoperability to enable developers to deploy dApps from any network to any
other Blockchain, in a near codeless format, and at scale.
We will implement a universal event data-based Timegraph application programming
interface (API) that developers and users can use to seamlessly query the state of any chain.
Once this process is complete, we will move on to implement a general cross-chain event
data transfer (XCEDT) protocol that can frictionlessly transfer any asset (both fungible and
non-fungible tokens (NFTs)) between different chains.

1.1 Why Validated Event Data?
Today’s leading decentralized finance (DeFi) dApps such as Uniswap, Compound, and
PancakeSwap often operate in siloed liquidity environments. As such, services such as
lending, asset transfers, and yield farming cannot be unlocked across heterogeneous
blockchain ecosystems, disenfranchising dApp developers and users on those networks.
If the events occurring in these dApps were linked to each other such that one event in, say,
dApp A on-chain X, triggers an action in another application, say dApp B on chain Y, then
we could unlock the liquidity fragmentation in these networks. For example, most DEXs
operate as order books, similar to centralized exchanges (CEXs), where users buy and sell
orders at their preferred prices.
However, without sufficient liquidity to back the trading volumes, a DEX can become
unstable and subject to price swings and slippages. This forces users to leverage multiple
decentralized finance (DeFi) protocols on different chains to swap tokens. Besides the long
waiting times, high transaction costs, and slippages that users face, there is also the
possibility that liquidity providers (LPs) in a given pool will experience impermanent loss.
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Analog network can allow users to create multi-chain order book DEXs where validated
event data allow smart contracts to partially fill bids across different liquidity pools (LPs)
networks. This infrastructure solves the problem of liquidity fragmentation without any
centralized bridges or wrapped assets.

1.2 Advantages of Analog
We have designed the Analog network as a “Blockchain of Blockchains” with the notion that
no single decentralized platform can solve everything. The platform’s design provides a
uniform solution to cross-chain communication that meets the requirements of the platform
and dApp developers. For example, platform builders can easily plug in their sovereign
chains to all other ecosystems. Similarly, dApp developers only require one simple
application programming interface (API) to communicate and access global liquidity within
the entire Blockchain ecosystem.
Allowing cross-chain transactions to flow seamlessly between different networks enables
users to consolidate fragmented liquidity while accessing their favorite dApps on other
chains. For example, they can swap from SOL on Solana to AVAX on Avalanche via a single
transaction on the source chain.
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2.0 Interoperability Framework
We have recently seen Blockchain systems gaining traction and attracting new use cases for
decentralized finance (DeFi), metaverse, asset tokenization, and other distributed
applications. For example, major layer-1 platforms such as Ethereum, Solana, Cardano, and
Algorand have emerged with distinct features and development ecosystems that make them
desirable for different dApps, use cases, and communities.
We are witnessing this growth because no single Blockchain can solve everything. Therefore,
the ability of these networks to interact meaningfully with others through cross-chain
communication is necessary to unlock a wide range of Blockchain-enabled solutions.
Our interoperability approach is different from cross-chain connectivity which focuses only
on two chains or multi-chain interactions that enable multiple chains to connect to a single
network but not to each other. As an omnichain, interoperable platform, the Analog network
creates a shared infrastructure where all chains interact, allowing frictionless transfer of
event data. Ultimately, our goal is to leverage validated event data to eventually transfer
assets and liquidity.
The diagram below illustrates the core differences between cross-chain, multi-chain, and
omnichain interoperability (Analog’s solution):

Figure 1: High-level distinction between cross-chain, multi-chain, and omnichain
interoperability.
Unlike pairwise bridges, sidechains, or oracles (mentioned later) that are primarily
centralized ecosystems, the Analog network is an entirely decentralized ecosystem where
time nodes do not have any barriers to entry. The platform enables sovereign
Blockchains—each with its own consensus protocol, use case, and token design—to
seamlessly interoperate while benefiting from Analog’s scalability and security.
The core of Analog’s interoperability feature is a cross-chain event data transfer (XCEDT)
protocol that guarantees valid trustless delivery. The messaging protocol provides a
mechanism by which separate and sovereign Blockchains can voluntarily interact while
sharing only a minimum requisite common Timegraph API in a private, secure, and trustless
manner.
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2.2 Existing Blockchain Interoperability Solutions
Since layer-1 Blockchains lack inbuilt mechanisms that support cross-chain interoperability,
many solutions have emerged to address the issue. Below are common interoperability
solutions in the sector:

2.2.1 Sidechains and Hubs
Sidechains are largely layer-2 protocols that are compatible with a single mainnet. Each
sidechain can have its own consensus mechanism, use case, tokens, and security parameters.
Cosmos and Polkadot are two major protocols that use this model to offer interoperability. In
a Cosmos ecosystem, many independent chains—called zones—can transfer value with each
other via inter-blockchain communication (IBC) protocol.
Users can transfer tokens from one zone to another through the Cosmos Hub, which tracks
the total value of coins held by each zone. Polkadot has a similar structure to Cosmos, albeit
with slight differences. Sovereign chains—also called parachains—use bridges to connect to
the Relay Chain. Parachains can also communicate through a cross-chain messaging
communication protocol (XCMP).
However, despite these functionalities, both Cosmos and Polkadot networks are largely
centralized platforms because users cannot seamlessly transfer assets outside of their
ecosystems. For example, transferring an asset from a non-Cosmos-based or Polkadot-based
network still requires a smart contract-based bridge mechanism.

2.2.2 Oracles
Within the context of Blockchains, oracles are nodes that deliver real-world (off-chain) data
to smart contracts that operate in decentralized networks. In other words, oracles bridge the
information gap between off-chain and on-chain environments. Chainlink and API3 are
common platforms that contribute to interoperability by feeding off-chain data to smart
contracts.
Presently, these platforms operate as data source agnostic interoperable solutions with two
primary consequences. First, they create an intermediate layer of opaque, costly, and
insecure third-party oracles. This layer could have been superseded by businesses (data
providers) operating as oracles themselves. Second, their ecosystems are fraught with many
intermediaries that exclude the actual data sources.

2.2.3 Pairwise Bridges
Cross-chain bridges such as wrapped assets enable a crypto asset owned by a party to be
burned/locked on one chain while an identical asset is minted/unlocked on another
network. The minted asset is then sent to an address owned by the original user. tBTC is an
example of a customized protocol that combines smart contracts and collaterals to secure
token transfers between Bitcoin and Ethereum Blockchains.
Pairwise bridges require significant engineering efforts to create. For example, for each chain
pair, developers must build a new smart contract on both chains to prove the validity of the
chains’ state. Besides substantial efforts, pairwise bridges cannot scale when one of the
underlying chains upgrades its consensus protocol or transaction format. This is because
developers would need to upgrade the logic of smart contracts operating the chain pairs.
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We have also seen a few other iterations of single-purpose bridges that attempt to rewrite
state transition logic in smart contracts. These solutions suffer from scalability and security
issues like oracles, sidechains, and pairwise bridges. The table below summarizes the
selected interoperable solutions, features, and weaknesses.
Table 1: Selected interoperable solutions
Interoperable Platform
Features
Weaknesses
solution
tBTC
Ethereum (PoW)
-Uses simple payment -Largely centralized
verification
(SPV)
in -Limited functionalities
Bitcoin and Ethereum
smart contracts
POA Network Ethereum.
Uses -Provides
-Validators are limited to
proof-of-authority
application-specific
a
particular
(PoA)
interoperability
to geographical space.
EVM-based dApps.
Loom Network Ethereum. It relies on -Interconnects dApps with -Not an open-source
delegated
EVM-based chains.
solution.
proof-of-stake (DPOS)
Wanchain
Ethereum. Uses Galaxy -The cross-chain bridge -The storemen are not
protocol (PoS).
stakes with the entities fully centralized.
such
as
vouchers,
validators, and storemen
to offer interoperability.
XCLAIM
Ethereum,
Bitcoin -Hashed
time-lock -Can lead to locked
(proof-or-punishment) contracts
(HTLC)-based funds.
protocol
manages
cryptocurrency-backed
assets between Bitcoin and
Ethereum.
Cosmos
Cosmos
Hub -Each
zone
(parallel -Provides
(Tendermint
Blockchain) or zone is interoperability only for
consensus)
self-sovereign
and
is chains that are native to
attached to the hub via a Cosmos.
Tendermint
consensus
protocol.
-Blockchains communicate
with each other via an IBC
protocol
Polkadot
Relay Chain. Uses -Relay Chain integrates -Provides
nominated
different parachains via interoperability only for
proof-of-stake (NPOS). bridges.
chains that are native to
-Blockchains communicate Polkadot.
with each other via XCMP.
Axelar
Cosmos Hub
-Relies on IBC to relay -Provides
partial
messages and transfer decentralization.
assets
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-Uses
threshold
cryptography to allow
decentralization

2.3 Analog Interoperability Protocol
Analog network has four essential components that allow it to deliver seamless
interoperability:
●

●

●

●

Threshold cryptography. Analog relies on threshold signature schemes (TSS) where
a group of tesseracts—special nodes that participate in the interoperability
processes—jointly compute a public key and secret shares (private keys) that are
never revealed during the computation processes.
Decentralized consensus. The network is supported by a decentralized set of time
nodes (validators) that validate and append event data to the Timechain. Time nodes
run the PoT consensus mechanism in an open membership ecosystem, where any
user can join the network and participate in the consensus process.
Gateway smart contracts. The gateway smart contracts connect tesseracts and
external layer one chains. Whenever there is a request for event data from an external
subscriber, any tesseract can listen to events occurring on external chains and fetch it
across the Analog Gateway application programming interface (API). However,
before the transaction is transmitted to the Analog network, more than 90% of
tesseracts connected to the same network have to attest to it in a TSS process. The
fetched event data is then validated on the Timechain, allowing tesseracts to use it as
a basis for writing to the destination chain’s gateway by executing a cross-chain
event data transfer (XCEDT) function call.
Timegraph API and developer tools. The Timegraph API and software development
kits (SDKs) sit atop the decentralized network and gateway smart contracts
(application layer) and allow dApp builders to compose applications across any two
chains in a single hop. It also provides a unified and easy-to-use access point where
users can query any data from external chains. The Timegraph API and SDKs add
universal interoperability to the Analog network as application-layer solutions,
allowing dApp builders to compose cross-chain applications.

2.3.1 Generic Cross-Chain Event Data Transfer Protocol
The core of Analog’s interoperability feature—implemented within the Timegraph API— is
a generic cross-chain event data transfer (XCEDT) protocol. It enables any dApp developer
building on one network to call and use any function on other connected networks.
By leveraging the XCEDT protocol, the Analog network provides complete composability
across the web3 ecosystem. For example, dApp builders can select the blockchain best suited
for their use cases and build a cross-chain solution that offers a seamless and one-click
experience to users, allowing them to interact with any asset on any network.
Figure 2 provides a high-level illustration of the XCEDT protocol:
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Figure 2: High-level illustration of XCEDT protocol
The XCEDT protocol sits atop the permissionless network (tesseracts and time nodes), which
provides routing and validation services. This allows developers to build cross-chain
applications that can transfer any asset from one chain to another with just two basic
functions: send_message ( ) on the source chain and execute_message ( ) on the destination
chain. Below are the steps involved in such a process:
●
●
●

●

●

●

A user initiates a message transfer function (send_message ()) from the source chain
by specifying the destination address and other details.
The Analog Gateway API gets activated
Any tesseract node connected to the source chain can fetch this request and transmit
it across the gateway API. However, before the request is transmitted to the Analog
network, more than 90% of tesseracts connected to the same chain have to attest to
the cross-chain request by partially signing it in a TSS process.
If more than 90% of these tesseracts attest to the cross-chain request, the transaction
undergoes a PoT consensus on the Analog network where it is confirmed on the
Timechain.
Once confirmed on the Timechain, the Analog network subtracts the transaction fees
(in source chain tokens) and prepares an ongoing transaction to the destination chain
(specified by the destination address).
If 90% of tesseracts connected to the destination chain attests to the confirmed
transaction, the token transfer call emerges from the Analog Gateway and runs the
execute_message ( ) call, completing the XCEDT process.
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3.0 Proof-of-Time Consensus
Many decentralized consensus protocols such as proof-of-stake (PoS) and proof-of-authority
(PoA) have emerged since Satoshi Nakamoto published the proof-of-work (PoW) algorithm
over ten years ago. Unlike PoW, which requires miners to expend computational resources,
these protocols are environmentally fairer and scalable.
Because of these factors, many of the current cross-chain solutions, such as bridges, largely
rely on PoA or PoS to provide interoperability consensus. Despite their novel applications,
PoA and PoS-enabled bridges are largely centralized. The cross-chain solution’s integrity
depends on the trustworthiness of a few chosen validators, which means the system has a
higher chance of failure.
The validators can also be politically aligned and be influenced or coerced into performing
censorships or other actions that are antithetical to principles of decentralization. Most
bridges are also not bridges going by the true sense of the word. An actual cross-chain
bridge, in our view, should allow users to receive a canonical, or most commonly used, form
of the token on the destination chain, not a proprietary wrapped version.
On this basis, we have built the PoT consensus protocol from the ground up as a completely
decentralized and secure mechanism to provide interoperability consensus. Our goal is to be
as scalable and completely decentralized as possible with many time nodes onboarded to the
platform.
PoT is a completely decentralized consensus algorithm where any node (user) can join and
propose/confirm blocks without being hindered by the hardware or money. It works by
selecting validators based on their ranking scores and fixed stake. A ranking score is a
numerical weighting measure that the algorithm assigns to each validator based on its
historical experience (the accuracy with which the node validates event data) and other
validators’ experience with the validator.
On the other hand, a fixed stake is a staking mechanism where all the validators stake an
equal amount of $ANLOG tokens—the platform’s native asset—to participate in the
consensus process. Unlike typical proof-of-stake (PoS), where nodes must stake large
amounts of tokens to be considered for consensus, the PoT mechanism is fair. Any node can
participate as a validator provided it has staked a fixed amount of $ANLOG tokens and
accumulated a ranking score.

3.1 PoT Workflow
The PoT process starts with tesseracts submitting event data or tesseract nodes fetching
event data from an external chain and partially signing it via TSS. Once an event data and its
accompanying threshold signature has been submitted to the network, the payload
undergoes two stages before it is appended to the Timechain: soft voting and hard voting.
Under “soft voting,” a time elector collates the submitted event data, verifies the signature,
and hashes it. It then performs a VDF computation, attaches the VDF proof to the hashed
transaction, and broadcasts the result to the rest of the time nodes.
Under a “hard voting” process, the network generates a randomized consensus committee
of 1,000 time nodes to confirm the submitted hash. The selected time nodes within the
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consensus committee then verifies the signature of the time elector, submitted hash, and
VDF proof.
The VDF proof confirms that the transaction submitted by the time elector occurred after the
current block height on the Timechain. A time node can either accept or reject the submitted
transaction and publish its confirmation, which votes for the PoT consensus algorithm. If
more than two-thirds of time nodes vote to accept the proposed block, the block gets
appended to the Timechain.
Tesseract nodes can also fetch event data from external chains and submit it to the network.
If this occurs, the network forms a randomized committee of 1,000 time nodes where each
node can vote to accept or reject the fetched event data. If more than two-thirds of the time
nodes vote to accept the fetched event data, the data gets appended to the Timechain for
external subscribers to consume.
Figure 3 highlights these processes:
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Figure 3: High-level overview of the PoT process

3.2 PoT Primitives
Below are components of the Analog network:

3.2.1 Ranking Score
This is a numerical value that the protocol assigns to each time elector and time node. The
ranking score operates similarly to Google’s page rank algorithm with three parameters:
node’s tenure on the Timechain, node’s historical validation accuracy, and the average
weighted value of the ranking score for the vicinity nodes. Nodes with high ranking scores
have more chances of being selected to validate and confirm blocks to the Timechain.

3.2.2 Trust Index
The trust index measures the subscribers’ trust in the event data publishers submit to the
platform. The network uses the trust index to offer a natural defense against publishers or
tesseracts that may attempt to submit erroneous event data to the event data marketplace.
Publishers and tesseracts that submit quality event data have their trust indices
automatically improved.

3.2.3 Verifiable Delay Function
The network uses a verifiable delay function (VDF) to address clock variance problems that
are common with classical consensus protocols. Most PoS algorithms usually tag each block
with a wallclock to provide consistent timing. However, the validators’ time can only be
accurate within one to two hours because of the network latencies and clock drifts on most
nodes.
This has forced some protocols to lengthen their block time to achieve reasonable certainty
bout medium times, often at the cost of scalability and speed. In the Analog network, each
time elector computes a VDF when submitting a block proposal to confirm that previous
proofs existed and real-time has passed between the prior and the current block.

3.2.4 Fixed Stake
In many PoS-powered chains, the number of staked tokens determines whether a node gets
selected as a validator or not. Nodes with enough money (big spenders) have higher chances
of being chosen to propose and confirm blocks to the detriment of smaller players. In our
case, all the time nodes must stake an equal amount of $ANLOG tokens to propose or
confirm blocks.
When combined with ranking score, this approach provides an equal opportunity for all the
nodes to participate in validation and consensus processes. The fixed stake mechanism is
also essential in bootstrapping the network and onboarding new nodes.

3.2 Zero-Knowledge Proofs
Most public blockchains such as Ethereum and Bitcoin lack privacy and anonymity
mechanisms. While disclosing secrets seems inevitable under certain circumstances, the
sharing needs to be undertaken privately on a case-to-case basis. To facilitate privacy, our
network uses zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) to protect secrets, allowing dApps to
seamlessly communicate without revealing the event data itself.
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4.0 Tokenomics
The network uses the $ANLOG token to incentivize positive actions by nodes and
subscribers while penalizing deceptive entities on the platform. We have minted $ANLOG
tokens as ERC-20/BEP-20.
However, once the mainnet goes live, we will re-mint the tokens again and provide an
interface that allows existing token holders to transition to the new tokenomics system. Table
1 summarizes the token specifications:
Table 1: $ANLOG specifications
Feature
Token standard
Token name
Token Ticker
Total token supply
Total vesting period
Mintable?
Burnable
Pre-minted

Specification
ERC-20/BSC
ANALOG
$ANLOG
90,579,710 $ANLOG
None
Yes
Yes
Yes

4.1 Token Distribution Framework
At the genesis of the Analog network, 13.8 billion $ANLOG was minted. However, when the
mainnet launches, we will re-mint and burn the previously minted tokens. 90.58 million
$ANLOG represents the fixed and immutable maximum supply of $ANLOG tokens. Table 2
highlights the distribution schedule mechanism:
Table 2: Distribution framework
Stakeholder

Allocation

Percentage

Vesting

Team and advisors

17,210,144.90

19.00

4 years

Treasury

13,224,637.66

14.60

Ongoing

Private sale

24,275,362.28

26.80

2 years

Community
allocations

34,420,289.80

38.00

Ongoing

Public sale

1,449,275.36

1.60

Ongoing

Total

90,579,710.00

100
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Figure 4: Token distribution framework
Below is a summary of how the network will distribute $ANLOG tokens:
●

Public sale. It includes all the $ANLOG tokens offered during pre-launch sale or lock
drop allocations open to public participation.

●

Community allocations. This includes the ecosystem funds, staking rewards, or
airdrops that will eventually go to the Analog community

●

Insiders. The $ANLOG tokens offered to insiders will comprise the Analog team,
advisors/partners, and venture capitalists (VC).

●

Treasury. The primary objective of the treasury is to create the needed runway as
opportunities arise. We have slated this for realizing partnerships, developer
rewards, community grants, operating capital, exchange listings, strategic
investments, and any investment that will ensure the long-term benefits of the
project.

You can learn more about Analog token economics from the website.
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Terminologies
$ANLOG. Analog’s native currency that powers all the transactions.
Decentralized Finance (DeFi). A collective term for financial services that leverage the
Blockchain’s openness and decentralization. Any user—with an internet connection—can
access these services from any jurisdiction.
Layer-0. A base layer protocols upon which other layer-1 chains (Ethereum, Terra, Bitcoin,
etc.) or layer-2 protocols such as Polygon and Uniswap can run. Analog network is a layer-0
network because it provides low-level primitives (routing and consensus) for cross-chain
communications.
Omnichain. A shared infrastructure where all chains can interact bi-directionally, allowing
them to frictionlessly transfer value.
Proof-of-time (PoT). Analog’s native decentralized consensus protocol that uses the ranking
score and fixed stake to determine how time nodes agree on the status of the Timechain.
Ranking score. A numerical value that Analog assigns to each time elector and time node. It
operates similarly to Google’s page rank algorithm to determine which nodes earn the right
to propose or confirm blocks.
Tesseracts. Nodes that fetch cross-chain events on the Analog network.
Timechain. Analog’s ledger. Put simply; the Timechain is a Blockchain consisting of
validated event data.
Time elector. Nodes that propose blocks on the Timechain.
Time nodes. Nodes that confirm blocks on the Timechain.
Threshold signature scheme (TSS). A cryptographic method of the digital signature scheme
that provides a framework for multiple parties to secretly and partially sign a transaction. In
Analog, at least 80% of the tesseracts have to sign an event data to be transmitted to the
network for confirmation through PoT.
Trust index. A measure of subscribers’ trust in the event data that publishers submit to the
network. Analog uses the trust index to offer a natural defense against publishers that may
attempt to submit erroneous event data to the event data marketplace.
Verifiable delay function (VDF). A mathematical function whose evaluation requires the
node to run a given number of sequential steps. However, the computation results can be
quickly and efficiently verified in a few steps. Analog uses VDF to achieve faster block times
and finality.
Zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs). A probabilistic cryptographic method where one party
(prover) proves the truth about a certain assertion to another party (verifier) without
necessarily disclosing any information. Analog uses ZKPs to achieve privacy-preserving
transactions.
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